CROSSWORD
No. 15,532 Set by GURNEY

ACROSS
1 As result of this unorthodox belief, Bishop overriding Society (6)
4 Become more intense describing party crew disrupts (8)
9 Scarcity period's ending where we live (6)
10 Guy importing vehicle loves biscuit? (8)
12 A secluded place in Anne's time (4)
13 Strange training in empty barge vessel (10)
15 City street, fine, with long time Council venue (5-2-5)
18 Key to understanding testator one's unravelled (7,5)
21 Metro plans adapted for PM (10)
22 Populous area. Answer: Thailand once (not quite) (4)
24 Some mint here discovered to be owing money? (2,3,3)
25 Trying experience as alternative to agreement (6)
26 Late in day – about time for sport? (8)
27 Complacent about daughter needing English mark (6)

DOWN
1 An academic in robbery for fun of it? (8)
2 Moving entertainment? (8)
3 Soup not right for couple (4)
5 Helping after farm produce cut up? A lie (12)
6 Quality of cereals rising as short net modified (10)
7 Parallel subject of conversation – run inside (6)
8 Couple in partnership have stake in port (6)
11 Candid, in from France, over beer mug that could ruin manufacturer (12)
14 Need menu to supply solution (10)
16 Expression about travel from gallery flipping abstruse? (8)
17 President, Democrat say, top class, with Dulles (no outsiders) (2,6)
19 Unusual trip in Home Counties – legendary one? (6)
20 Happy, born flexible (6)
23 Vehicle that runs all morning at outset (4)

Solution to Saturday's prize puzzle on Saturday May 6
Solution to yesterday's prize puzzle on Monday May 8
Winners' names will be printed in Weekend FT